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A core/shell structure CFx (x = 1)/polyaniline integral composites are synthesized via an in situ
chemical oxidative polymerization method at 0 ℃.The effects of the amount of aniline monomers (CFx
powers : aniline monomers = 4:1, 2:1, 4:3 in a weight ratio marked CFx4:1, CFx2:1, CFx4:3 separately)
are studied. The polyaniline is evenly coated on the surface of graphite fluoride and the appropriate
thickness of polyaniline layer is about 160~180 nm. Synthetic materials discharge rate can reach up to
8 C, which is much higher than most of the currently available CF x cathodes and the pristine CFx.
CFx2:1 and CFx4:3 discharge capacity still keep more than 700 mAh g-1 at 6 C and the power density
can reach up to more than 10000 W Kg-1 at 8 C. All these can be attributed to the conductive
polyaniline coating, which provides the exterior connectivity between particles for facile electron
conduction, resulting in high-rate performance, high discharge capacity, high discharge voltage and
high power density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In nowadays society, the battery has become an essential part of our life. Of cause, science
research mainly focused on the secondary battery. Whereas high rate, high power density, high
capacity primary battery is indispensable in military, aerospace and medical application. As one
category of battery systems, primary batteries include alkaline zinc-manganese dioxide dry cell, zincmercury battery and lithium battery. Particularly, lithium battery usually contains Li/SOCl 2, Li/MnO2
and Li/graphite fluoride (CFx) primary batteries. Specially, compared to all these primary lithium
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batteries, the theoretical specific capacity of Li/CFx cell is much higher than the other cells, reaching
up to 865 mAh g-1 when x = 1. In consequence, since graphite fluorides were used as positive electrode
in primary lithium batteries firstly by Watanabe [1], it got more and more widely attention. Graphite
fluoride is usually prepared from chemical reaction of fluorine with graphite at high temperature and it
has two forms [2]. One is (CF)n which has been first successfully synthesized by Ruff and
Bretschneider at 420 ℃ [3],and the other is (C2F)n which was known as dicarbon monofluoride
synthesized by Later Kita et al. [4] between 350 ℃ and 400 ℃. According to the temperature, the
value of x in the CFx can vary between 0 and 1.3, which is an average value because the two kinds of
graphite fluorides, (CF) and (C2F), were synthesized in the process of reaction at the same time. The
overall discharge reaction of a Li/CFx cell can be expressed as “CFx + xLi → C + xLiF”. Based on this
reaction, It is easily to find that lithium just react with fluorine when the cell discharging. So the
specific capacity of a CFx cathode is associated with the content of fluorine, i.e., x value in the formula
[5] and it can be expressed as Eq. (1) [6].
(1)
When the x value is too low, it is not conducive to exhibit the advantage of high specific
capacity of CFx. Theoretically, a CFx with x = 1 has a specific capacity of 865 mAh g-1 and it is
obvious higher than CFx with a low x. But if the value of x is too high, the electronic conductivity of
CFx reduced rapidly. This is because the formation of a large number of C-F covalent bonds, which
make the electronic conductivity of graphite fluoride material poor. So the low electronic conductivity
of graphite fluoride materials lead to the electrode polarization easily, the low discharge rate property,
the far lower actual discharge voltage platform compared with the open circuit voltage, especially
under the condition of high rate discharge. As a matter of course, these disadvantages limit the
application of CFx in the fields requiring power densities [7-8].
In general, there are the following several kinds of methods to solve these problems. One of the
effective methods is preparing sub-fluorinated graphite. Yazami et al. [5-6] synthesized a series of subfluorinated carbon materials with lower content of fluorine (CFx, with x < 1). The cells' maximum
discharge rate reach up to 6 C and the power density is higher than 8000 W Kg-1. Sub-fluorinated
graphite was also successfully obtained using thermal treatment methods [9-10] because of the partial
decomposition of CFx during the carbon thermal treatment. However, this is at the cost of the cell's
specific capacity. This approach doesn't make good use the characteristics of high specific capacity of
CFx. Adding some highly conductive additives to the paste [11-16] to increase the electrical
conductivity is another way. Simple physical mixing can improve electrical conductivity to a certain
extent, but CFx and additives are not worked as a whole. Therefore the battery discharge rate can only
achieve 1 C. Then surface coating by conductive materials has also been used to improve the
performance[17-18]. Making a conductive carbon coating of the CFx powder [19] or modifying the
graphite fluorides surface by electrodeposition of a conductive polypyrrole [20] which enhance the
electronic conductivity of CFx particles. The maximum discharge rate reach to 5 C, 4 C respectively.
But this method is complicated and process conditions are demanding. Besides the methods mentioned
above, there are many other ways[21-22]. Reducing the particle size by mechanical milling [23] and
designing different arrangement of CFx and MnO2 hybrid cathodes [24] were also considered to
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improve the performance of CFx. The highest discharge rate and power density they can achieved is 6
C and 5C, 6599 W Kg-1 respectively.
In this paper, a core/shell structure CFx/polyaniline (PANI) integral composites for use as a
high-performance cathode material was prepared by an in situ chemical oxidative polymerization
method for the first time. Doping conductive polyaniline was used as a conductive layer in order to
increase the electrical conductivity of CFx and improve the wettability between CFx and electrolyte.
CFx materials with different thickness of the PANI layer were synthesized and were also discussed in
this study.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Preparation of CFx/Polyaniline Composites
The CFx/polyaniline (CFx/PANI) composites were synthesized by an in situ chemical oxidative
polymerization method at the freezing temperature in a mixed solution. The specific process is as
follows. Three copies of CFx (1 g) powders (Shanghai CarFluor Chemicals Co., Ltd) were respectively
placed into deionized water (10 mL) containing the OP-10 emulsifier (Tianjin Chemical Reagent
Company) for mechanical stirring for 30 min and then magnetic stirred for 6 h, so that the CFx
powders could be homogeneously dispersed. Different amounts of aniline monomers (0.25 g 0.50 g
0.75 g)(Tianjin Chemical Reagent Company), which had been purified by distillation, were added into
dilute hydrochloric acid solution (2 mol L-1, 10 mL). Then, the three CFx solutions and the aniline
monomers solutions were put into three different three-necked flasks and the mixtures were stirred
vigorously for 10 min (CFx powers : aniline monomers = 4:1, 2:1, 4:3 in a weight ratio marked CFx4:1,
CFx2:1, CFx4:3 separately). Subsequently, a hydrochloric acid solution of ferric chloride ((AR, Yantai
Chemical Reagent Company) FeCl3:aniline monomers = 4:1 by weight, FeCl3 was dissolved in 10 mL
hydrochloric acid solution) as an oxidant was added dropwise to the above reactant mixture, and the
mixture in each flask was stirred for 12 h at 0 ℃ in an inert atmosphere. After polymerization, the
reaction product was filtered and washed repeatedly with deionized water and ethanol until the
washing solution became neutral pH and transparent to remove the iron ions and the unreacted aniline
monomers. Then the reaction product was dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ℃ for 24 h to get the pure
CFx/PANI composites.
2.2. Material Characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were made using a Rigaku D/Max-2400 X-ray
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm). The surface morphologies and microstructures of
the pristine CFx and CFx-Polyaniline composites were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Hitachi S-4800) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-200).
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2.3. Electrochemical Study
To prepare the working electrodes，the CFx and CFx/PANI composites cathode slurry were
made using a mixture of active material, acetylene black, and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in a
weight ratio of 70:20:10 binder in an N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) dispersant to form a
homogeneous slurry. Then the slurry was compressed into a thin piece with coating machine. Next, the
coated electrodes were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ℃ for 12 h. Subsequently, the electrode was cut
into disks of 14 mm diameter and compressed with the tablet press. The coin-type 2016 cells were
assembled in an argon-filled glovebox to avoid contamination by moisture and oxygen. The electrolyte
used was 1 M LiPF6–EC : DMC (1:1 by weight) solution. Lithium metal was used as anode, and a
microporous polypropylene film (Celgard 2400) was used as a separator.
All the electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature. Electrochemical
discharge performance, under the potential window 3.0-1.5 V vs. Li/Li+, was conducted using Battery
Test System (Neware, Shenzhen, China). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
measured by a CHI660D Electrochemical Workstation (Chenhua, Shanghai, China) in the frequency
range from 0.1 Hz to 1000 kHz.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. SEM images of CFx samples before and after coated PANI (a) Pristine CFx; (b) CFx4:1; (c)
CFx2:1; (d) CFx4:3.
SEM images of both pristine CFx and coated CFx are shown in Fig.1. We can clearly find the
morphology changed before and after coatings. The pristine CFx surface is smoother and the texture is
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clearer than the PANI coated CFx powders, regardless of compared with CFx4:1, CFx2:1 or CFx4:3.
This can initially determine PANI has coated on the surface of CF x. Meanwhile, from the EDS
spectrum (not shown here) we detected the presence of nitrogen on the surface of the samples, which is
the typical element of PANI compared with CFx, indicating there is really a layer of PANI coated on
the CFx.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of pristine CFx and CFx/PANI composite; TEM images of CFx/PANI
composites (b) CFx4:1; (c) CFx2:1; (d) CFx4:3.

X-ray-diffraction (XRD) patterns of the pristine CFx and the as-prepared CFx/PANI composites
(2:1) are presented in Fig. 2a. Only broad diffraction peak of CFx were detected in both of the samples,
demonstrating that the CFx existed in a highly dispersed amorphous state, but do not find any
diffraction peaks of PANI from the Fig. 2a. By the contrast analysis, the location and shape of the
diffraction peaks don't change much after coating PANI. We conclude that the structure of CFx
remained original and no new phase was formed during the in situ polymerization oxidation process.
What’s more, the polymerized PANI layer is so thin that XRD undetectable.
To prove the existence of the core/shell structure of the CFx/PANI composite, TEM images of
CFx4:1, CFx2:1 and CFx4:3 are presented in Fig. 2(b, c, d) respectively. From the TEM images of the
CFx/PANI composites, we can clearly find that all the three composites have a core/shell structure,
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which shows the coating of PANI, where is translucent, on the surface of CFx was successful. In
addition, the thickness of the PANI coating layer increased with the increment of aniline monomers. It
is about 100 nm of the CFx4:1 composites. CFx2:1 and CFx4:3 composites are about 150 nm and 200
nm, respectively. According to the discharge curves in Fig. 3, the PANI coating thickness of about
160~180 nm is appropriate. The PANI coating acts as conducting layer, which plays conductive bridge
role between the CFx particles.

Figure 3. Galvanostatic discharge curves of (a) Pristine CFx; (b) CFx4:1; (c) CFx2:1; and (d) CFx4:3
obtained at different current densities.
The electrochemical performances of the pristine CFx and CFx/PANI composites materials have
been studied in primary lithium battery for a potential cut-off of 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li. The galvanostatic
discharge curves of the samples are shown in Fig. 3, obtained at various discharging current densities.
In the case of Li/CFx cell (Fig. 3a), the average discharge potential is about 2.19 V at 0.1 C and the
plateau is not steady, especially under the condition of high rate discharge. When discharge rate
reached 0.5 C above, no obvious discharge plateau was found. Furthermore, the discharge voltage and
the specific discharge capacity reduced quickly with the increase of discharge rate.
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Compared with Li/CFx cell, all the three Li/CFx/PANI cells showed much better discharge
performance, whatever in any discharge platform, discharge specific capacity and discharge rate.
Because PANI content is relatively few in the CFx/PANI composite materials, the CFx/PANI
composite can be considered as active material. From discharge curves (Fig. 3(b, c, d)), the discharge
voltage shows a higher plateau about 2.27 V (Fig. 3b), 2.32 V (Fig. 3c), 2.30 V (Fig. 3d) at 0.1 C,
respectively, and they are much higher than Li/CFx cathode at other discharge rates. In addition, an
obvious increase in specific discharge capacity is showed for the PANI-coated samples compared to
the uncoated sample. It is about 842 mAh g-1, 843 mAh g-1, 815 mAh g-1 at 0.1 C respectively, which
gets close to the theoretical specific capacity (865 mAh g-1). The capacity of CFx4:3 is lower than the
other two samples because the PANI coating is so thick that the content of CFx is relatively reduced in
composite materials, i.e. fluorine decreased, and parts of CFx can't participate in the reaction.
Moreover, in terms of discharge rate, it can only get to 2 C of pristine CFx, while an obvious increase
in discharge rate is observed in the samples the CFx4:1, CFx2:1, CFx4:3. They can reach up to 8 C,
which is much higher than most of the currently available CFx cathodes. For example, the highest
discharge rate of PPy-CFx composite material synthesized by the electrodeposition [20] is 4 C and the
specific discharge capacity is only 70 mAh/g at 4 C. It may be caused by the following reasons. First
of all, polyaniline and polypyrrole have different degrees of influence on the CFx material
electrochemical performance. Coating layer thickness difference, which affect the charge transfer
efficiency of the material, is another important cause of the electrochemical properties of CFx
composite material. Then from the SEM and TEM images, CFx/PANI integrity is very good. All this
maybe lead to PPy-CFx composite material discharge rate can only reach 4 C. Currently reported the
highest Li-CFx battery discharge rate can reach 6 C and the specific discharge capacity is more than
400 mAh/g at 6 C [5]. This is because they used fluorinated carbon nanofibers as electrode material
and carbon nanofibers itself has good electrical conductivity. Then the carbon nanofibers they used
didn’t fully fluorinated so fluorinated carbon nanofibers keep a good electric conductivity. In this
paper, the synthesized CFx/PANI composite materials specific capacity can reach more than 700
mAh/g at 6 C, indicating that PANI layer has excellent electrical conductivity. With the increase of
discharge rate, pristine CFx discharge voltage and discharge specific capacity reduced rapidly;
nevertheless, the discharge voltage and discharge specific capacity of the CFx/PANI composites reduce
slowly from 0.1 C to 8 C. The voltage of all cells shows a current-related delay in the beginning of
discharge at high discharge rates, because the resistance of ion transport in the electrolyte is
predominant to control the discharge profiles. When the ions diffusion achieve balance, the voltage
recovers to the normal voltage. This also suggests the PANI-coating has good enough electron transfer
ability to meet the demand of high rate discharge in the case of CFx/PANI composites.
Meanwhile, the effects of the proportion of CFx and PANI on the discharge performance of
Li/CFx battery are also investigated. From Fig. 3(c, d), we can clearly see the discharge voltage
steadily decreased but the discharge specific capacities only have a very small decrease, which keep
more than 730 mAh g-1 at 6 C, indicating most of the CFx react with lithium in the process of
discharge. But CFx4:1 sample (Fig. 3b) can't catch up with the other two samples, because the PANI
layer coated on the surface of the CFx is a little thin, leading electrical conductivity is not very well.
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Figure 4. Comparison of (a) specific capacities of all the four cells vs. discharge current rate; (b)
Energy density vs. power density (Ragone plot).

Fig. 4a is specific capacities of all the four cells vs. discharge current rate. It intuitively reflects
CFx2:1, CFx4:3 discharge specific capacities are better than CFx4:1. The specific capacities of CFx2:1
and CFx4:3 are almost similar to each other. The reason of discharge rate and discharge specific
capacities improvement is attribute to the fact that the conductive PANI layer increase the contact
between the particles thereby improving the facile electrical contact between the particles.
Fig. 4b shows the variation of the energy density versus power density (Ragone plot) of all the
four samples studied. It is clearly observed that CFx2:1 exhibit the best performance below 4 C rate
and the pristine CFx sample performance can not to be compared with other samples. In the case of
high rate, all the three CFx/PANI composites power density can reach up to more than 10000 W Kg-1
(at 8 C discharge rate), whereas only 3179 W Kg-1 was obtained with pristine CFx (at 2 C discharge
rate). The result turned out that the PANI coating layer has a positive influence on electrochemical
performance.
The performance (rate capability, discharge specific capacities, discharge potential)
improvement of CFx is illustrated from the resistance by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) in Fig. 5.
The impedance spectroscopy for all of four cells were composed of a depressed semicircle in
the high-frequency domain and followed by a slopping straight line in the low-frequency region. The
depressed semicircle in the high frequency region corresponds to the cell reaction resistance (R cr),
which is the synergetic effects of the contact resistance between particles, product shell resistance and
charge-transfer resistance of the electrolyte-electrode interface[25-26]. As shown in Fig. 5, the cell Rcr
values decreased dramatically after coating, indicating an improved conductivity of the PANI-coated
electrode. The pristine CFx has the highest cell reaction resistance, while the resistance value of CFx4:1
is about 130 Ω. However, the resistance values of CFx2:1 and CFx4:3 are both about 80 Ω. The
conductivity of the composites does not increase obviously with the improvement of the thickness of
the conductive PANI layer. Maybe this is because the synthesized PANI layer conductivity is limited.
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This also explain why the specific capacities of CFx2:1 and CFx4:3 are almost similar to each other in
Fig. 3(c, d).

Figure 5. EIS patterns of pristine CFx and CFx/PANI composites; the EIS measurements were
performed in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with an AC voltage amplitude of 5 mV at
the open-circuit voltage.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, CFx/PANI integral composites with a core/shell structure can be synthesized by an
in situ chemical oxidative polymerization method. None modification of the basic structure is observed
by XRD after the PANI coated on CFx. There is an outstanding electrochemical performance after
coating: the discharge specific capacity get close to the theoretical specific capacity at 0.1 C; the
maximum discharge rate for pristine CFx is 2 C, whereas higher discharge rates up to 8 C can be used
for CFx/PANI integral composites; the power density can reach up to more than 10000 W Kg-1 under
the condition of high discharge rate; the resistance values of CFx/PANI integral composites cathodes
decrease dramatically compared with the pristine CFx cathode.
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